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September 17 was an overcast day
when I arrived at Nashville airport.
The 2013 Annual Conference of the
Emergency Nurses Association was
to start the next day. I had met two
RNs from Texas on the plane, so we
shared a cab to the Opryland Hotel.
This is a huge hotel built with six
story towers surrounding gardens,
paths, shops and restaurants in the
middle, all covered by huge glass
domes that kept the temperature constant and pleasant. I was a delegate,
so I attended a strategy session the
evening I arrived. We got our warm
blue fleece coats so all 58 of us
could stand out as the largest delegation on the Assembly floor. Usually
we discuss the Resolutions we will
vote on the next day, but this year,
there was only one, dealing with
continuing education—not very controversial. There were about 13 Bylaws amendments, which are usually
just housekeeping, but this year they
sparked controversy. Some felt we
should do background checks on our
officer candidates, even though no
other organization does this. We voted to keep it. There were also issues
around the sudden unexplained firing of the nurse editor of the Journal
of Emergency Nursing. (She had
been on the job for 6 years and was a
former president of ENA.) There
were criticisms of the way ENA
communicates with members. The
national president took it fairly well
and managed to make the meeting
her own by hiring her husband to
give a major speech and using her
grand-daughters as part of the opening ceremonies. There was a Town
Hall meeting where members could
meet the board and ask them questions,
but it was held in the afternoon before
most members arrived, so attendance
was low.
(Continued on page 8)
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President: Linda Rosenberg
President-Elect: Carole Snyder
Past-President: Marcus Godfrey
Secretary: Stacie Crain
Treasurer: Kristen Connor
Treasurer-Elect: Terri Sturgill
Dir-at-Large: Susan Smith
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Contact all
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August 7-8: Lake Tahoe
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December 10, 2013
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State Council Update
Ventura Meeting - August 9, 2013

CHA – Terri Sturgill
They have new protocols about psych holds in EDs.

Treasurer – Kristen Connor, now has an iPad Mini
Violence Study - Marcus
and a Square to take electronic payments.
Matching grants for chapters up to $300 for ED Nurs- The tool was changed to ask "Did any of ‘this’ happen to you and who did it?” It asks by listing what
es' week projects are available. Contact Kristen.
type of person did the violence and did you consider
it to be violence. By the end of August or early SepCal ACEP – Marcus Godfrey
tember, an email will go out for you to check out the
SB191 - Maddy fund money needs to avoid sunset,
tool and say if you think it will work. We should get
Brown may veto because he thinks it is being misIRB approval, then we will approach CHA to approve
used. Cal ACEP uses money to fund ED MD payments for uninsured. Breaking news! SB191 signed and kick off the study in January.
by governor.
ENA Intensive
Attendees included Terri Sturgill (Board), Cheryl
Report from National
Graydon (San Diego), Louella Buell and David SamENA - Deena Brecher
uelson (East Bay), Kara Davis (Govt Affairs Com).
ENA vision is to be indisThere is an article in the July Monitor. They got a lot
pensable to the global
of support. To get Gov’t Affairs updates, join ENA’s
nursing community;
Legislative Network (EN-411) at: ENA.org/
ENA mission is to advoAdvocacy to input your name.
cate for patient safety and
excellence in ED nursing
Next meetings
practice.
Deena
&
Matt
from
national
ENA
January 9-10, 2014: Costa Mesa - Westin
Membership is over
March 19-20, 2014: Sacramento - Hyatt
40,000.
Riverside - Mission Inn
Some in congress are talking about tying reimburse- May 8-9, 2014:
Lake Tahoe
ment to passage of violence laws. This should make August 7-8, 2014:
Nov. 13-14, 2014:
LA/Anaheim, with cruise to
them happen.
Catalina and Ensenada
ENA found that only 2% of ENA emails are actually
opened. So we are using more social media like FaceEducational Opportunities
book and Twitter.
November 22-25 cruise to Ensenada, after State
ENA Scope and Standards ebook is available on
Council. Sign up for CEs. Click for Flier.
iBooks.
Annual ENA Assembly in Nashville, drawing for free
Listservs - important to be on one to know what is
tuition for members who voted was held and Judy
going on.
Scott won!
Financially ENA is doing well enough to invest in
new products. We have 84 staff members.
Congratulations to newly elected board members
eLearning is not being fully utilized. There are a lot
Congratulations to Matt Powers on his election to naof courses, changing quarterly.
tional President-elect for 2014!
ED staffing guidelines are available for $25.
New state officer’s bios are featured on the web site:
IQSIP working on cell phone usage in the ED.
President-elect:
Susan Smith
Nurse fatigue and dangers of 12 hr shifts still being
Secretary:
Agnes Faria
studied.
Treasurer-elect:
David Samuelson
NDNQI, creating ED specific data points for collecDirector-at-Large:
Janet Williams
tion.
First combined conference will be in Orlando in the
Delegates – Louise Hummel
fall of 2015.
Over 1200 tickets sold for ENAF night at Grand Ole We had a full slate of 57 delegates and one alternate.
Opry during Annual Assembly in Nashville. To give There was a big discussion about changing the logo to
the older smaller, style, but it was voted down. Memfeedback, check President's blog. Use whatever
bers must serve both days to get state reimbursement.
means you can, but give feedback, we listen.
October 2013
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State/Chapter News
There will be a reception on Wednesday night for delegates (and CA members).
There were 13 Bylaw amendments, 7 from the Nominating Com. Some are just simple word changes. One
is controversial, about eliminating background checks
for officers. No other org does this. It will save
$3/person/yr. if we don't. Social media makes us pretty vulnerable these days. Election rules are the other
issue, putting all info in one place. June and July Connection have a list of amendments and the resolution.

whose chapter puts on a successful course annually, is
willing to speak at your chapter. Julie Rossie is also
willing to do talks on trauma.
If you can’t pay for speakers, a gift card to a popular
store is a well-received compensation.
Mark Wandro

Channel Islands Meeting planned for September, October and November. Elections should be completed
in August. We are in the process of planning ED Nurses’ Week by sponsoring an educational social event
Bylaws -Marcus
with a disaster presentation. Check out our ENA
Terri and Marcus will get the web updated with the
Channel Islands Chapter Facebook page and Like us!
newest Bylaws and Policies.
Cheryl regularly posts topics of interest. We are sponsoring a TNCC Instructor course the weekend of AuScholarship – Linda Rosenberg
gust 10-11. We are having a 4 hour Ultrasound-guided
This year, our state contributions to the ENAF Schol- PIV course as a fund-raiser on October 12. We plan to
arship allowed us to name an entry-level scholarship. charge $125 for 3 CEs. We are sending 3 delegates to
We choose to name it after Antoinette Robinson, from Nashville. Cheryl Cobb attended a Workplace Safety
Loma Prieta chapter, who died of breast cancer.
Collaborative at national ENA in Chicago.
We have 2 state scholarships to award:
Ed Pullido
 Entry level for $500 and 1 year membership
 Dan Kelleher for advanced degree for $500
East Bay continues to attract first-time attendees at
You can find applications on the web, the deadline
our meetings. We have a meeting on Wednesday, Auwas Oct 1.
gust 28 at Kaiser-Walnut Creek. Dr. Suzy Fitzgerald
will speak on Disaster Preparedness.
Chapter Leadership Awards – Linda Rosenberg
David Samuelson
Check your elite email for application info.
Greater Los Angeles
They are also due by Oct 1.
Notes taken by Mark Wandro had their quarterly
meeting on August 14
Chapter Reports
preceded by lectures
Chapter Rep meeting had some lively discussions.
on stroke, TPA and
There was concern that some chapters do not have
endovascular proceenough money because they are unable to sponsor
dures. We are cosuccessful educational events. Having a resource list
sponsoring an EDAP
of speakers on various topics would be very helpful.
class on October 10-11
CVs could be put on a memory stick that Janet said
with PIH in Whittier
she could have made for about $3 each. Or the info
(this is a 2 day LA
could be put on the web site.
County-approved pediThe idea was floated of having richer chapters supatric class). Our chapter financials are healthy. Three
porting more needy chapters by helping their members members will be attending the Annual Meeting in
to get to State Council (pay hotel bill, pay for travel). Nashville.
National ENA has several CEN Review options. A
Barbara Van Eck
group of RN CEN candidates could study a book or
web series, then meet with an educator at their hospi- Kern has a CEN Review ready to go on October 7-8
tal to review their areas of weakness. Using this meth- with multiple vendors (Avcor, Crofab, etc) invited. It
od, one hospital increased their CENs from 10% to
will cost $175 and is already posted on the Cal ENA
42%!
website.
EDAP (emergency department approved for pediatAgnes Faria
rics) classes are the rage right now. Carole Snyder,
Page 4
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Chapter/Committee News
Loma Prieta had a July 18th meeting that provided 1
hour free CE on the PROTECT study – progesterone
as a neuro-protector for traumatic brain injury. We
submitted a memorial for General Assembly for Antoinette “Toni” Robinson, a strong ED nurse and patient advocate who lost her courageous battle with
cancer. Our August 15th meeting will feature a free 1
hour CE offering. We are planning our ED Nurses’
week celebration with a dinner and a CEN Jeopardy
game on October 17.
Julie Rossie

planning our Holiday Tea for this December - we collect toys and give them as a charitable donation. We
are also planning our annual 911 Conference for April
2014. The exact date and location will be announced.
Mary Meadows

San Francisco had a successful, well-attended meeting at the upscale 1300 Fillmore restaurant on May 17
with a speaker on hypertensive medication. A raffle
was held for a gift basket and $157 was raised for the
chapter’s coffers. We were able to give $1000 to
ENAF for the State Challenge. Interest continues in
Northern Los Angeles is having a design contest for local ENA and we are planning an educational event
their new chapter. The winner will receive a $100 gift and recognition of ED Nurses’ week in October. We
card or a one year ENA membership. The design will are sending 3 delegates to General Assembly.
be used for future chapter fundraiser items. Our parMark Wandro
ticipation has improved! Membership chair India
Wright has organized education/activities for the
Superior has a TNCC sponsored by the chapter in
meetings. But the Secretary has resigned. We are
Eureka on August 24-25. We are selling badge holdlooking for someone to fill this role. There was a
ers as a fundraiser for $5 and $10. We are working
chapter meeting on Thursday, August 15.
on co-sponsoring an educational event with the SacVicki Johnson ramento chapter on Pediatric Simulation. The Butte
County EMS Symposium will be at Enloe Medical
Orange Coast had a meeting on August 14 at McCor- Center in Chico on November 1.
mick & Schmidt’s restaurant in Anaheim. The OctoStacie Crain
ber 10 meeting is planned for Maggiano’s Italian restaurant in Costa Mesa. Julie Wanstreet completed her Committee Reports
appointment on the OC Emergency Management Care Communications (formerly Newsletter/Web)
The printed July Monitor was available on the back
Committee. Sharon Gibson-Hoier was nominated to
table. You can always download digital copies on
be our new representative.
Julie Wanstreet the web site. I am looking for some meaty submissions for the next edition, due out in late October
Sacramento continues to utilize teleconferencing for after the Scientific Assembly in Nashville. The
deadline is October 10, 2013. Be sure to fill out the
chapter meetings and it is working well for us. We
were happy to provide some financial support for yes- Chapter/Committee Report Templates on the tables
terday’s educational event. We are exploring new ide- with info on your chapter/committee. They are also
available on the web on the Documents page if you
as for our Emergency Nurses’ Day celebration. The
board is considering a sponsored dinner to provide a prefer to submit them digitally.
social event as well as education. We are looking for- Payment of $450 was received for an insertion from
ward to planning the educational event in South Lake Mercy Air on page 11. Many of you use their serTahoe next year. We are sending 9 delegates to Gen- vices, or work for them, so it is a good idea to post the
Monitor at your work or make copies for co-workers
eral Assembly in Nashville.
Diane Schertz so the word gets spread around. I learned at the State
Council that not all members are aware when a new
San Diego had a meeting on August 20. We know of Monitor is posted. The plan is to notify every member
at least 20 nurses in San Diego going to Nashville, 9 via email with a link to the new edition.
of them as delegates. Louise Hummel will be getting The web site has the results of the state elections. You
can read about our new officers and see their pictures.
the ENA Lifetime Achievement award in Nashville
on Saturday night at the Gala. For Emergency Nurses The Education page lists ENPC, TNCC and CEN Reweek, we are having cookies delivered to all the EDs view courses that members have told me about. I will
in San Diego County, both day and night shift. We are be happy to post any events for your chapters.
October 2013
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Committee News
I also set up and ran the state elections on Survey
Monkey. Thank you to Marcus for letting me use the
state account, it saved us $25.
I am still getting requests from outside to put links to
their educational or special interest sites on our Links
page. I am not posting them unless they are clearly
connected to ENA. (The latest is Evelyn Rogers of
accreditedonlinecolleges.org)
I’d be happy to talk with anyone interested in running
the Monitor, the web site or both. I’ll be happy to
mentor and get you started. You are welcome to implement your own ideas for the continuation
of the newsletter and
the web site.
Mark Wandro

ENA FUNdraising
The State Challenge raised 104% of the goals set by
the Foundation. This equates to more than $121,000.
The Foundation now has its own web site, which is
www.ENAFoundation.org. You can still reach ENAF
information through the ENA web site.
Annual Conference Activities
 Jewelry Auction – donations from chapters and
individuals were open for bids;
 ENAF Friday night at the Grand Ole Opry was
sold out;
 Walk for Wellness on Friday morning – register for
$10 and raise money from
your sponsors;
 Sales of thumb drives and
Education
pins;
The Bites event had
 Judith C. Kelleher Memo30 people registered
rial Endowment raised just
yesterday, August 8.
under $150,000 (with the
The November cruise
match of $25,000 from ENA).
has 16 RNs registered
The first memorial scholarfor the educational
ship will be awarded this year
event, but 30 total
for
an
RN
enrolled
in
a Masters/NP program.
have signed up for the cruise. Remember you have to
 The give-away at the Ventura State Council meetregister separately for the cruise and education. By
ing raised $323 for the Foundation.
going through Bryan at Carnival, you get the same
Diane Schertz
rate, but you get put on the list for meals together.
The sooner you book, the cheaper. Look for specials
Government Affairs
and non-refundable fares for the best deals. See the
Discussed what David and Kara learned at Day on
flier.
Tobin Miller the Hill in DC. Made good contacts, let legislators
know that we are available. Talked about funding for
nurse programs, even though there are too many RNs
EMS Emergency Medical Services
The state EMSA task force on Community Paramed- now, many more will be needed as baby boomers
ics has released a document giving us guidelines for age. Rural areas have a shortage, encourage retirees
establishing this program in California. There was a to go there and work. It was also Fallen Police Officer Awareness Day on the Hill. Many police dept
lot of players involved in this project and there are
units were represented, including canine units.
still topics that need exploring. In the next three
years, counties/EMSAs may do pilot programs. Carol Bills: several reviewed, here are some highlights:
is working on the LA county project. I thought it very
interesting that Carol explained they are working the SB 669: Epi Pens. Need to include language that
would protect their use on general public. Should
finances so someday insurance (public and private)
public be allowed to carry one in public? - could be
will reimburse transporting patients to places other
used as a weapon. Judy teaches a First Aid class that
than EDs. This is a work in progress.
EMS Core Measures will be posted on the web site. includes Epi pens along with CPR, AEDs. This is an
education issue, it needs quality control and folSB 669 requires non-governmental pre-hospital
lowup. Should be in affiliation with First Responders.
workers to wear a patch proclaiming “nongovernmental employee” on their uniforms. This only How about RNs? but not the general public. There
was a hearing Aug 13.
applies to contract workers for counties.
Carolyn Scott
Page 6
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Committee News
AB 918: impossible to register and track all seniors
and nursing home residents. Keep this at a local level,
do not centralize - too expensive.

Chapter

June

Aug

Oct

(223) East Bay

324

305

308

AB 588: School athletics: concussions. On October 1
the bill was chaptered by Secretary of State.

(224) Greater LA

536

503

488

(225) Mid-Valley

314

302

292

AB 1371: Gov. Jerry Brown signed legislation requiring motorists to give bicyclists at least three feet of
space when passing on a California roadway, after vetoing similar legislation during the last two years.
Notes taken by Mark Wandro

(226) Orange Coast

308

306

303

(228) San Diego

472

457

449

(230) San Francisco

288

288

278

(232) Loma Prieta

268

274

270

Leadership in Practice
(253) Sacramento
479
481
477
 Reviewed and updated the draft of the IRB for the
Violence study;
(362) Inland Empire
369
344
328
 Reviewed recent changes to the Violence Survey
(378) Channel Islands 152
147
140
that were suggested prior to state meetings;
(379) Superior
123
120
127
 Reviewed Resolution and Bylaws amendments for
General Assembly;
(442) Kern County
73
70
68
 Reviewed the national ENA call for committee
members;
(460) Northern LA
108
117
120
 Had an open discussion regarding the use of
3819
3714
3648
Total
phones in the ED that create patient care distractions.
Julie Rossie Membership
When new members join ENA they are not always
assigned to a Chapter. If for any reason you would
SQIP (Safety, Quality, Injury Prevention)
want to be part of another Chapter, you must do so
Marcus Godfrey gave an update on the status of the
through National ENA at www.ena.org
Violence Study:
the survey tool has been revised based on a discus- Keep your email, mailing address and phone numbers
current with the National ENA office. If you have any
sion from last meeting;
questions please don’t hesitate to contact me at:
the tool will now also look at what nurses perceive
tsturgill6@yahoo.com. I will do my best to help with
as violence to give us an idea of the amount of
any questions or information needed.
violence occurring;
Terri Sturgill
the IRB is being finalized by Julie Rossie;
the committee sponsored Cheryl Cobb to attend the Pediatrics
Violence Workshop held at national ENA. She
There was a great turnout of local members at our
reported on the workshop and will provide us
Ventura committee meeting. We reviewed 16 Peds
with the course materials which Patrice will post Committee-sponsored Instructor courses and worked
on the website.
on getting the new candidates monitored. The Peds
Patrice Christensen Outreach Grant application is on the state web site.
The goals and process for applying for ENPC grant
Trauma
funds was reviewed. The committee will write-up the
The committee thanks Community Memorial Hospital process to become an ENPC instructor and how to be
of Ventura for allowing us to use their facility on the monitored. The SOP for Peds has been completed and
day after the state meeting for a TNCC-Instructor
submitted to the board for approval. Patrice Christenclass. The 7th TNCC edition is slated to rollout in the sen and Jan Fredrickson will represent Cal ENA Peds
first quarter of 2014.
Committee at the EMSAC Conference in Sacramento
Vicki Dippner-Robertson on November 7. They will have brochures on ENPC
October 2013
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ENA Nashville 2013
available to participants. Deena Brecher, on the ENPC
Revision Work Team, gave an update on Version 4
issues. The failure rate was analyzed and it is similar
to the TNCC rollout and only 1% higher than the last
ENPC rollout. It takes 6-9 months to collect data
needed to determine revisions to a written test. Concerns about ENPC can be sent to:
deena.brecher@ena.org or to the ENA Education
Committee. If you are interested in improving ENPC,
there is a call for members for the national Peds Committee and in 2015 there will be a call for ENPC work
team members.
Flora Tomoyasu
(Continued from page 1) Nashville

If you had
no delegate committment
and signed
up early
enough,
you could
have taken
the basic
and advanced
suturing
labs on
Wednesday. I heard they were excellent. There was also a cadaver
lab that got rave reviews from those lucky enough to be
there on Thursday. During the opening session on Thursday, there was a live streamed clinical simulation lab on
the big screen in the assembly hall. Everyone got a front
row seat as a patient was intubated with the latest equipment and a chest tube was placed with great detail. The
“patient” was a real cadaver whom we paid our respects to.
In the opening general session, we got an inspirational talk
from Master Chef Jeff Henderson, who told us of his early
life in the gangs of LA, his drug dealing and his 10 years in
prison. He learned to cook there and his innate salesmanship helped him to rise to the position of a celebrity chef in
Las Vegas. Then he shared how he found his potential and
then taught others to do the same.
Then the courses began and my first was on Lateral Violence in the ED. This was a class that showed how staff
can make life harder for each other. What we can do to
resolve these conflicts includes zero tolerance for bad behavior, modeling good behavior and not discriminating, at
all. After that, the exhibit hall opened and we all flocked in
to Ryman Hall to see the latest devices, ideas and mingle
with RNs and vendors from all over the country. There was
a lot to see, including a device that measures the effectivePage 8

ness of CPR and prints out graphs on your stats. Another
company has a screen you put over your iPhone and use
their MedSnap app to identify pills placed on the screen.
(Requires a monthly fee.)
There was time that afternoon for a good class called Real,
Strange Cases from the ED. This had 3 of our best speakers, who have vast clinical experience. Still, my main take
-aways were the new foam mace that drips into eyes, and
the simple but deadly weapon they took from a psych patient –“Rock in a Sock”. On a more serious note, they said
some of the safest inner-city hospitals have at least one

armed security officer on duty at all times.
And then, it was Thursday night and time for the Welcome to Nashville party. This was held outdoors in
one of the bigger garden/shopping areas. There were
multiple tables with Southern cooking samplers: deep
fried catfish, hush puppies, grits, sweet potato fries
and some raw carrots. There were also several hosted
bars. And there was a great live band – the dance
floor was packed with line-dancers and other revelers.
Friday started early at 6am with the Wellness Walk.
Only about 40 RNs showed up for the relaxing walk
around the hotel parking lots. There was nothing fancy, no numbers, no cheering section and no water or
snacks. Not the same as the old Fun Run, but it was
good exercise and I got to talk with the nurse in
charge of the whole conference. Then we went into a
general session with Dr. David Marcozzi from the National Healthcare Preparedness Programs in Washington, DC. For a beaurocrat, he was pretty impressive in
describing how his agency is trying to coordinate all
of the disaster programs in the country. Just a little too
much alphabet
soup for my
taste.
After that I went
to a class on
using the ENA
Workplace Violence Toolkit to
address areas of
risk in the ED.
The kit is available without
cost from ENA. There was an excellent Ultrasound
Lab, giving practice using U/S to guide peripheral IV
starts. It was booked, but several companies showed
their devices in the Exhibit Hall. Veinsite used a
headset to view the veins on a screen in front of your
eyes, then you had to look down at the actual skin to
make the venipuncture. Other devices were mounted
on stands and projected a bright light on the surface of
Cal ENA Monitor
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the skin that made the veins show up.
Then I went to a talk and slide show on the Boston
Marathon Bombings. The nurse giving the talk
worked at one of the Boston hospitals receiving victims and he described how it worked very smoothly.
Patients were treated quickly and efficiently because
there are five trauma centers near the site of the marathon who practice every year for just such a disaster.
It was a good case study on how disaster drills can
really help.
Later I went to a talk on Adolescent Risk-Taking. The
speaker pointed out that the brains of teenagers are
not fully developed – not until their mid-twenties, so
their reasoning and judgment skills are limited and
can lead to very unwise decisions. Teenagers also
have their own agendas and like to exaggerate, so
don’t believe everything they tell you. He then described some of the activities teens try out in these
modern days: planking, ghost-riding, pharming, SnapChat for sexting, distracted walking and using
Erowid to look up drugs. He left us with the name of a
doctor who has done a lot or research and writing on
the subject: Jean Kilbourne, MD.
Next I attended a short lecture on when to call Family
Birth. Fetal heart tones (FHT) should be 120-160.
Think of the placenta as the lungs of the fetus. The
number one killer of moms after birth is Pulmnary
Embolism (PE) due to clots. Heparin is too big a molecule to cross the placenta, so it is safe in pregnancy.
Likewise, Adenosine, due to its short lifespan, is safe
for the fetus. Taking care of the mom is always the
priority. Sometimes you may not be certain what is
going on, other times, GOK (God only knows).
That evening, many of us bought tickets and walked
over to the Grand Ole Opry for a live radio performance. It was a lot of fun, with at least eight different
performers over the course of the two hour show.
There was no dancing, we remained in our seats, but
they did mention several times that
there were 1200 ED RNs at the
show, the biggest group they have
ever had!
Saturday morning was the CEN
Breakfast, an annual event for
CENs. There was an entertaining
speaker, an elegant breakfast and
the treasured CEN mugs. This
year’s version was a medium-sized
blue cup with a guitar and the CEN,
CFRN, CTRN and CPEN logos on
it.
October 2013

After that there
was time to visit
the exhibit hall
again. Many
vendors were
holding drawings for iPads
this year – I did
not win. Exhibits included everything from
guerneys and monitors, computer programs, uniforms, to the ENAF jewelry auction, restraints and a
portable cage system for wild patients. I also found
the inventive DisImpactor, a 10” device with a lumen
for irrigation and silicone hooks to pull out the blockage.
I went to an interesting talk on Healthcare Volunteerism, where a panel of 3 RNs who have been on medical missions described their experiences and discussed
the controversies and risks involved. Click here for
one viewpoint.
I went to a very practical talk, Dizziness in the ED.
The speaker was an ENT/ED MD who described the
difference between disequilibrium (“I feel like I’m
going to fall out”) and vertigo (“The room is spinning”). It is also important to distinguish between Peripheral vertigo (positional, intermittent) and central
vertigo (CVA, only 3%) He described the Dix-Hall
Pike test and the modified Epley exam (checking for
nystagmus while turning the head). He also showed
research that proved MRI is 83% sensitive for finding
acute strokes, while CT is only 26% sensitive.
The last two educational sessions I attended were especially good. One was Recognition of Brain Attacks.
The speaker, Mary Teeter, a nurse practitioner talked
about 3 types of stroke: Ischemic, Hemorrhagic and
TIA. It is important to admit TIA patients, as they truly have high risk factors for a full
stroke. Take a look at the TIA Risk
Assessment Tool. Also check out
an excellent book, by an MD who
had a CVA: My Stroke of Insight.
Ms Teeter recommends annual
competency testing for TPA mixing and giving out “Stroke pins” to
staff who take part on stroke teams.
The final course I took was Pediatric Head Injury by a CPEN certified RN, Elizabeth Griffin. She rec(Continued on page 11)
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Education/Nashville
(Continued from page 9)

Linda R. receiving State Achievement
Award from ENA President Joanne
Lazarus.

TNCC Courses
Some California courses are
listed on the Cal ENA web
site: www.calena.us

ommends the PECARN Pediatric Head Injury/Trauma Algorithm. She
also recommends the SCALP Score. Even without these tools, it is known
that frontal hematomas in children present the highest risk for skull fracture. So, triage children with head injuries using the ARMS method: appearance, region, mechanism and symptoms.
The closing lecture was given by Lee Woodruff, whose husband, Bob,
was hit with a land mine in Iraq while on assignment in 2008. She spoke
in a very moving fashion about the compassion and strength she gained
while observing and working with the caregivers who helped bring her
husband back over a long and arduous process. She reflected on how life
can change in an instant and how the honesty and empathy of caregivers
can help both patients and family through the process with each and every
encounter. Sometimes we in the ED feel we aren’t with the patient long
enough to make an impression, but she assured us that every contact is
important and can be life-changing.

ENPC Courses
Some California courses are
listed on the Cal ENA web
site: www.calena.us

CEN Review
Classes

Some California courses are
listed on the Cal ENA web
site: www.calena.us
Contact one of these providers
for their next class:
CME Associates
(714) 998-2208
Paragon Education
(800) 997-9937
Cathy McJannet
cathy.mcjannet@usa.net
John Fazio/Anita RuizContreras
fazioruiz@comcast.net

October 2013

Saturday evening was the Gala, a black-tie event where Achievement and
Lantern Awards were given. Several RNs were inducted into the Academy
of Emergency Nursing, including our very own Louise Hummel, MSN,
RN, CNS, CEN, AEN! Standing next to her is Matt Powers, newly elected ENA national President-elect.
Mark Wandro

For the most up-to-date course information, go
to the national ENA web site/Education, click on
ENPC,TNCC or CATN to see courses available in
California. Please confirm dates with course
directors.
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Thursday, November 21, 2013
Board Meeting: 4-7pm
Friday, November 22, 2013
State Council Meeting: 8am-4pm
Queen Mary
1126 Queens Hwy
Long Beach, CA 90802
(562) 435-3511
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